Gambero Rosso 2021 Vini d’Italia
This year is the 34th edition of the “Italian wine bible” . The
Guida 2021 has a total of 1056 pages, 46000 wines were
tasted, 24638 entered the guide , 467 wines were awarded “ 3
Bicchieri “ .
We are proud to announce that the wine “ Tenuta di Valgiano
rosso” 2016 was awarded “3 Bicchieri “ for the 14th year in a
row; this wine has also been named “ 3B verde” along with 125
others, where only 11 of these wineries are farming
biodynamically.
Translated from page 726 :
“ Valgiano is first and foremost a place of unparalleled beauty:
undoubtedly one of the keys to understanding the history and
paths of the private and professional partnership between
Moreno Petrini and Laura di Collobiano, simply because here,
life and work have undefined boundaries, as much as the
collaborators of the agricultural and wine project. Among these
we should mention Saverio Petrilli, a true “pope” of Italian
biodynamics, certainly decisive in the choices that have led the
great wines of Valgiano over time.
Great vintage and great version of Tenuta di Valgiano '16 .
This wine “sparkles” with life, in the purest fruit that fades into
sensations of underwood and refined spices; the mouth is
magnetic, three-dimensional, silky and very tasty in the tannic
texture that lengthens the finish. Truly one of the best ever for
this gem. Played in subtraction on the material level, but rich in
flavour, the white Palistorti '19 “
PS: The wine “Palistorti di Valgiano rosso” is not mentioned in
the 2021 guide, as we shall present the 2018 vintage this year.
This wine is issued from the younger vines (average 20 years),
it is another super expression of the Valgiano terroir. As a
matter of fact, the “Palistorti rosso 2017” was awarded “3
bicchieri “ first time in 23 years of this delicious nectar.

